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Abstract
The parameterization of the nucleon structure through Generalized Parton Distributions (GPDs) shed a new light on the nucleon internal dynamics. For instance,
GPDs provide an unprecedented experimental access to the orbital momentum of
the nucleon and the distribution of forces experienced by partons. For its direct
interpretation, Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS) is the golden channel
for GPDs investigation. The DVCS process interferes with the Bethe-Heitler (BH)
mechanism to constitute the leading order amplitude of the eN → eN γ process.
The study of the epγ reaction with polarized positron and electron beams gives a
complete set of unique observables to unravel the different contributions to the epγ
cross section. This separates the different reaction amplitudes, providing a direct
access to their real and imaginary parts, which greatly simplifies physics interpretation. This procures crucial constraints on the model dependences and associated
systematic uncertainties on GPDs extraction. The real part of the BH-DVCS inteference amplitude is particularly sensitive to the D-term which parameterizes the
Gravitational Form Factors of the nucleon. The separation of the imaginary parts
of the interference and DVCS amplitudes provides insights on possible higher twist
effects.
The ability of the CEBAF injector for the efficient production of polarized positrons was recently demonstrated. The Polarized Electrons for Polarized Positrons
(PEPPo) technique offers a direct and accessible method for polarized positrons
production, particularly suitable for creating such beams at JLab. The implementation of PEPPo at CEBAF is evaluated to produce at least 100 nA 60% polarized
and 5 µA unpolarized positron beams.
We propose to measure the unpolarized and polarized Beam Charge Asymmetries
(BCAs) of the ~e± p → e± pγ process on unpolarized Hydrogen with CLAS12, using polarized positron and electron beams at 10.6 GeV. The azimuthal and t-dependences
of the unpolarized and polarized BCAs will be measured over a large (xB , Q2 ) phase
space using a 2400 hours run with a luminosity of 0.6×1035 cm−2 ·s−1 .
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Preamble
∼.∼.∼
We give in this section a short and general overview of the context and motivation for this new measurement, aimed at the non-specialist.
In the Bjorken regime of high Q2 and fixed xB , the lepton Nucleon scattering
process factorizes into a calculable, short-distance, perturbative part, and a
universal non-perturbative part encapsulating singularities, and describing the
probability for the virtual photon to interact with different partons species at
fixed light cone momentum fraction. These probabilities are the ordinary Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs). Using the optical theorem we can relate
the inclusive γ ∗ p cross section to the imaginary part of the forward Compton
amplitude γ ∗ p → γ ∗ p, a non-physical process for which the final state would
be identical to the initial state.
A natural generalization of the idea of PDFs is to allow the inital and final
states to be different, e.g. with the production of an on-shell photon γ ∗ p → γp0 .
A finite momentum transfer occurs between the target and recoiling Nucleon,
which therefore must be detected experimentally. This is an instance of Exclusive Reaction for which all particles participating are measured. The Bjorken
regime is generalized so that the momentum transfer t = (p − p0 )2 is small
compared to Q2 , and one can prove that the amplitude factorizes again, the
long-distance part being parameterized by Generalized Parton Distributions
(GPDs).
In the Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS) process γ ∗ p → γp0 , the
final state real photon is emitted by the active parton. The DVCS process
is experimentally indistinguishable from the Bethe-Heitler (BH) process, for
which the electron radiates a hard real photon either before or after the interaction vertex. The BH and DVCS interfere at the amplitude level. The total
cross section for the deep electroproduction of a real photon includes the BH
amplitude squared, the DVCS amplitude squared, and the interference term.
We are particularly interested in isolating the interference term, because it
contains terms depending linearly on GPDs.
The DVCS Beam Single Spin Asymmetries are proportional to the Imaginary
part of the amplitude in the interference term. A couple decades ago, pioneering measurements of DVCS have shown a significant Beam Spin Asymmetries,
demonstrating the feasability of accessing GPDs, and triggering a full experimental program for their extraction with Exclusive Reactions. The JLab 12
GeV upgrade marks the beginning of the precision era for the GPD program.
Accessing the real part of the DVCS interference term is significantly more
challenging. It appears in the unpolarized cross-sections for which either the
BH contribution is dominant, or all three terms, amplitudes squared and interference, are comparable. One can separate the DVCS squared term and
the interference term in the unpolarized cross-sections by exploiting their dependencies on the incident beam energy, a generalized Rosenbluth separation.
This is an elaborate procedure experimentally, and necessitates some theoreti4

cal hypothesis to fit the data, e.g. a leading twist approximation. The real part
also appears in Double Spin Asymmetries, but again these can receive significant direct contribution from the BH process itself, and are also challenging
experimentally.
The Beam Charge Asymmetries are directly proportional to the real part of
the interference term, and receive no direct contribution from the BH process.
As such they provide the cleanest access to this crucial observable, without
the need for additional theoretical assumptions in the extraction procedure. In
this proposal we perform the exercise of evaluating the impact of the positron
beam data in the reduction uncertainties on the real part of the amplitude
in the broader context of the GPD extraction program. The results of this
exercise are model dependent, and partly reflects assumptions on the systematic uncertainties we think we can achieve. But it is important to emphasize
that the availability of the positron data does not merely have a quantitative
impact on uncertainties. Having a direct access to the real part of the amplitude is a qualitative shift. The unpolarized cross sections, which serve as a
normalization point for all other observables in the extraction procedures, will
not be the most sensitive to the real part anymore, and we will have a direct
test of universality for this term.
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1

Introduction

The challenge of the understanding of the structure and dynamics of the nucleon remains a major goal of modern Nuclear Physics despite extensive experimental scrutiny. From the initial measurements of elastic electromagnetic
form factors to the accurate determination of parton distributions through
deep inelastic scattering, the experiments have increased in statistical and
systematic precision thanks to the development of performant electron beams
together with capable detector systems. The availability of high intensity continuous polarized electron beams with high energy is providing today an unprecedented but still limited insight into the nucleon structure problem.
Over the past two decades, the Generalized Parton Distribution (GPD) paradigm [Mul94] offered a universal and most powerful way to characterize the
nucleon structure, generalizing and unifying the special cases of form factors
and parton distribution functions (see [Die03, Bel05] for a review). The GPDs
are the Wigner quantum phase space distribution of partons in the nucleon,
describing the simultaneous distribution of particles with respect to both the
position and momentum in a quantum-mechanical system [Ji03, Bel04]. They
encode the correlation between partons and consequently reveal not only the
spatial and momentum densities, but also the correlation bewteen the spatial
and momentum distributions, i.e. how the spatial shape of the nucleon changes
when probing partons of different momentum fraction x of the nucleon. The
combination of longitudinal and transverse degrees of freedom is responsible
for the richness of this framework. The second moment in x of GPDs are
related to form factors that allow us to quantify how the orbital motion of
partons in the nucleon contributes to the nucleon spin [Ji97], and how the
parton masses and the forces on partons are distributed in the transverse
space [Pol03], a question of crucial importance for the understanding of the
dynamics underlying nucleon structure, and which may provide insight into
the dynamics of confinement.
The mapping of the nucleon GPDs, and the detailed understanding of the spatial quark and gluon structure of the nucleon, have been widely recognized as
key objectives of Nuclear Physics of the next decades. This requires a comprehensive program, combining results of measurements of a variety of processes
in eN scattering with structural information obtained from theoretical studies,
as well as expected results from future lattice QCD calculations. Particularly,
GPDs can be accessed in the lepto-production of real photons lN → lN γ
through the Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS) corresponding to the
scattering of a virtual photon into a real photon after interacting with a parton
of the nucleon. At leading twist-2, DVCS accesses the 4 quark-helicity conf ,E
e } defined for each quark-flavor q ≡ {u, d, s...}.
serving GPDs {Hq , Eq , H
q
q
They enter the cross section with combinations depending on the polarization
states of the lepton beam and of the nucleon target, and are extracted from
the modulation of experimental observables in terms of the φ out-of-plane angle between the leptonic and hadronic planes. This nuclear process of interest
interferes with the QED (Quantum ElectroDynamics) radiation of real photons by the incoming and outgoing leptons. The non-ambiguous extraction
of GPDs from experimental data not only requires a large set of observables
8

but also the separation of the different reaction amplitudes contributing to
the lN γ reaction. The combination of measurements with lepton beams of
opposite polarities is an indisputable path towards such separation [Die09].
The production of high-quality polarized positron beams is a highly difficult
task that, until recently, was feasible only at large scale accelerator facilities.
Relying on the most recent advances in high polarization and high intensity
electron sources [Add10], the PEPPo (Polarized Electrons for Polarized Positrons) technique [Abb16], demonstrated at the injector of the Continuous
Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF), provides a novel and widely
accessible approach based on the production, within a tungsten target, of polarized e+ e− pairs from the circularly polarized bremsstrahlung radiation of a
low energy highly polarized electron beam. As opposed to other schemes operating at GeV lepton beam energies [Sok64, Omo06, Ale08], the operation of the
PEPPo technique requires only energies above the pair-production threshold
and is therefore ideally suited for a polarized positron beam at CEBAF.
This proposal follows the previous Letter-of-Intent LOI12-18-004 [Gra18] where the perspectives of a physics program with positron beams at the Jefferson
Lab (JLab) were presented, which encompasses interference physics (GPDs,
multi-photon exchange) and tests of the Standard Model (dark photon search).
In the line of recommendations of the JLab Program Adivisory Committee [PAC46], we are proposing here to measure the unpolarized and polarized
Beam Charge Asymmetries (BCAs) of the lepto-production of real photons
on unpolarized Hydrogen with CLAS12, using 10.6 GeV polarized positron
and electron beams at a luminosity of 0.6×1035 cm−2 ·s−1 .
This proposal is organized as follows: in Sec. 2 we review the physics motivations for these measurements and the BCA sensitivity to GPDs in the kinematical domain of interest at CLAS12. The impact of positron measurements
is addressed in Sec. 3 in terms of the extraction of the physics information. In
Sec. 4 we give an overview of the challenges of the production and the operation of polarized positron beams at JLab is then discussed, further supported
by two appendices dedicated to changes and technicalities specific of positron
beams. In the remaining sections we discuss the experimental configuration of
BCA measurements at CLAS12, the method for the control of systematic effects attached to the comparison of electron and positron measurements, and
the detailed beam time request.

2
2.1

Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering
Separation of reaction amplitudes

Analogously to X-rays crystallography, the virtual light produced by a lepton
beam scatters on the partons to reveal the details of the internal structure
of the proton. For this direct access to the parton structure, Deeply Virtual
Compton Scattering (DVCS) corresponding to the process γ ? N → γN (Fig. 1)
9

Figure 1. Lowest QED-order amplitude of the electroproduction of real photons off
nucleons.

is the golden channel to access GPDs. This process competes with the known
BH reaction [Bet34] (Fig. 1) where real photons are emitted from the initial
or final leptons. The lepton beam charge (e) and polarization (λ) dependence
of the eN γ cross section off proton is expressed [Die09]
σλe = σBH + σDV CS + λ σeDV CS + e (σIN T + λ σeIN T )

(1)

where the index IN T denotes the BH-DV CS quantum interference contribution to the cross section; (σBH , σDV CS , σIN T ) represent the beam polarization independent contributions of the cross section, and (σeDV CS , σeIN T ) are
the beam polarization dependent contributions 1 . Polarized electron scattering provides the experimental observables
−
−
σ+
+ σ−
= σBH + σDV CS − σIN T ,
2
−
−
σ+
− σ−
−
∆σλ =
= λ [σeDV CS − σeIN T ]
2

σ0− =

(2)
(3)

involving unseparated combinations of the unknwon IN T and DV CS reaction
amplitudes. The comparison between polarized electron and polarized positron
reactions provides the additional observables
σ0+ − σ0−
= σIN T
2
∆σλ+ − ∆σλ−
∆σλC =
= λ σeIN T
2
∆σ0C =

(4)
(5)

which isolate the interference amplitude. Furthermore,
σ0+ + σ0−
=
= σBH + σDV CS
2
∆σλ+ + ∆σλ−
= λ σeDV CS
Σσλ0 =
2
Σσ00

(6)
(7)

1

(σDV CS , σIN T ) are related further in Sec. 2.3 to the real part of a Compton form
factor, while (e
σDV CS , σ
eIN T ) are related to its imaginary part.
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which access a pure DV CS signal. Consequently, measuring the lepto-production of real photons off protons with polarized lepton beams of opposite charges
allows to separate the four unknown contributions to the eN γ cross section.
The essential benefit of polarized positron beams for DVCS is to provide a perfect separation of the reaction amplitudes which consequently permits unambiguous access to GPDs. In absence of such beams, the only possible approach
to this separation is to take advantage of the different beam energy sensitivity
of the DV CS and IN T amplitudes. Recent results [Def17] have shown that
this Rosenbluth-like separation cannot be performed without assumptions because of higher twists and higher αs -order contributions to the cross section.
Positron beams offer to this problem an indisputable experimental method.

2.2

Access to Generalized Parton Distributions

γ *(q)

γ (q')

x+ξ

x-ξ

GPD

p

p'=p+∆

Figure 2. Leading order and leading twist representation of the DVCS reaction amplitude
(+ crossed term not shown) with main kinematic parameters of GPDs.

GPDs are universal non-perturbative objects entering the description of hard
scattering processes. Although they are not a positive-definite probability density, GPDs correspond to the amplitude for removing a parton carrying some
longitudinal momentum fraction x and restoring it with a different longitudinal momentum (Fig. 2). The skewness ξ ' xB /(2−xB ), related to the Bjorken
variable xB =Q2 /2M ω, measures the transfer of longitudinal momentum. In
this process, the nucleon recieves a four-momentum transfer t = ∆2 whose
transverse component ∆⊥ is Fourier-conjugate to the transverse distance r⊥
between the active parton and the center-of-mass of spectator partons in the
target [Bur07]. In the limit of zero-skewness (ξ=0), GPDs can be interpreted
as the Fourier transform of the distribution in the transverse plane of partons
with the longitudinal momentum fraction x [Bur00, Ral02, Die02, Bel02].
GPDs enter the eN γ cross section through Compton Form Factors (CFF) F
f E})
e defined as
(with F ≡ {H, E, H,
F(ξ, t) = P

Z 1
0

#

"

1
1
±
F+ (x, ξ, t) − iπ F+ (ξ, ξ, t)
dx
x−ξ x+ξ
11

(8)

where P denotes the Cauchy’s principal value integral, and
F+ (x, ξ, t) =

X  e q 2
q

e

[F q (x, ξ, t) ∓ F q (−x, ξ, t)]

(9)

is the singlet GPD combination for the quark flavor q where the upper sign
holds for vector GPDs (H q , E q ) and the lower sign applies to axial vector
GPDs (H̃ q , Ẽ q ). Thus the imaginary part of the CFF accesses GPDs along
the diagonals x=±ξ while the real part probes a convoluted integral of GPDs
over the initial longitudinal momentum of the partons. Analytical properties
of the DV CS amplitude at the Leading Order (LO) approximation lead to a
dispersion relationship between the real and imaginary part of the CFF [Ani07,
Die07, Pol08]
!

1 Z1
1
1
<e [F(ξ, t)] = DF (t) + P
dx
−
=m[F(x, t)]
π
ξ−x ξ+x
0
LO

(10)

where DF (t) is the so-called D-term, a t-dependent subraction constant such
that [Kum16]
DH (t) = −DE (t) DHe (t) = DEe(t) = 0 .
(11)
Originally introduced to restore the polynomiality property of vector GPDs,
the D-term [Pol99] enters the parameterization of the non-forward matrix
element of the Energy-Momentum Tensor (EMT), which subsequently provides access to the mechanical properties of the nucleon [Pol03, Bur18, Pol18,
Kum19]. The independent experimental determination of the real and imaginary parts of the CFF is a key feature for the understanding of nucleon
dynamics.
2.3

Beam Charge Asymmetries

Considering the incident lepton k ≡ (E, k) scattering into the lepton k 0 ≡
(E 0 , k0 ) after interaction with an unpolarized proton target at rest p ≡ (M, 0),
the five-fold differential cross section of the eN γ process is written
2
2
e
e2
+ TDV
TBH
d5 σλe
CS + λ TDV CS + e TIN T + eλ TIN T
=
Φ
k
d5 Ω
e6

(12)

where d5 Ω=dxB dQ2 dt dφe dφ is the hypervolume subtending the elementary
solid angle, and
α3
xB y 2
√
Φk =
(13)
16π 2 Q4 1 + 2
is a phase-space factor. The kinematical quantities in Eq. (13) are: y=p · q/p · k
and =2xB M/Q; q ≡ (ω, q)=k − k 0 designates the exchanged virtual photon
of squared four-momentum Q2 =q 2 − ω 2 ; additionally, p0 ≡ (Ep0 , p0 ) denotes
the recoil proton and q 0 =q+p-p0 represents the final state real photon. The
different reaction amplitudes in Eq. (12) can be expressed as a sum of Fourier
harmonics [Bel02-1] in terms of the out-of-plane angle φ between the leptonic
(k, k0 ) and hadronic (p0 , q 0 ) planes, namely
12

2
X
1 d5 σBH
e6 (1 + 2 )−2
cBH cos(nφ)
=
Φk d5 Ω
x2B y 2 t P1 (φ)P2 (φ) n=0 n

(14)

2
TDV
CS ≡

2
1 d5 σDV CS
e6 X
=
cDV CS cos (nφ)
Φk d5 Ω
y 2 Q2 n=0 n

(15)

2
TeDV
CS ≡

2
1 d5 σeDV CS
e6 X
=
sDV CS sin (nφ)
Φk d5 Ω
y 2 Q2 n=1 n

(16)

TIN T ≡

3
X
e6
1 d5 σIN T
=
cIN T cos (nφ)
Φk d5 Ω
xB y 3 t P1 (φ)P2 (φ) n=0 n

(17)

TeIN T ≡

3
X
1 d5 σeIN T
e6
=
sIN T sin(nφ) .
Φk d5 Ω
xB y 3 t P1 (φ)P2 (φ) n=1 n

(18)

2
TBH
≡

2
The TBH
amplitude is exactly calculable from the electromagnetic form factors F1 and F2 of the proton. All other coefficients feature specific linear or
bilinear combinations of CFF. The combinations (C DV CS , C IN T ) entering the
T
T
T
CS
) of the DV CS and IN T
, sIN
, cIN
, cIN
leading twist-2 coefficients (cDV
1
1
0
0
amplitudes are









fH
f? − x2 HE ? + EH? + H
fEe? + EeH
f?
C DV CS = 4(1 − xB ) HH? + H
B


t e e?
2
2 t
− xB + (2 − xB )
E Ee? − x2B
EE
(19)
2
4M
4M 2
f− t F E .
C IN T = F1 H + ξ(F1 + F2 )H
(20)
2
4M 2
T IN T
) coefficients are proportional to the real(imaginary) part of
The cIN
0,1 (s1
IN T
CS
coefficient is proportional to the real
the C
combination, and the cDV
0
DV CS
part of the C
combination. The other harmonic coefficients correspond
CS
CS
T
T
either to twist-3 contributions (cDV
, sDV
, cIN
, sIN
) or twist-2 double
1
1
2
2
IN T
IN T
DV CS
CS
).
Note
that this elegant
,
s
,
c
,
s
helicity-flip gluonic GPD (cDV
3
3
2
2
relationship between twist and harmonic orders, developed in the original
work of Ref. [Bel02-1], is distorted by kinematical corrections and targetmass effects [Bel10, Bra14]. This does not impact the present discussion but
reaffirms the importance of the separation of the different reaction amplitudes
to provide an experimental signal as unambiguously interpretable as possible.

Comparing polarized electron and positron beams, the unpolarized BCA AC
UU
can be constructed following the expresssion
AC
UU =

+
+
−
−
(d5 σ+
+ d5 σ −
) − (d5 σ+
+ d5 σ−
)
d5 σIN T
=
+
+
−
−
d5 σ+
+ d5 σ−
+ d5 σ+
+ d5 σ−
d5 σBH + d5 σDV CS

h

i

(21)

which, at leading twist-2, is proportionnal to the <e C IN T CFF part. It constitutes a selective CFF signal which becomes distorted in the case of the
non-dominance of the BH amplitude with respect to the polarization insensitive DV CS amplitude. Similarly, the polarized BCA AC
LU can be constructed
as
13

+
+
−
−
(d5 σ+
− d5 σ −
) − (d5 σ+
− d5 σ −
)
λ d5 σeIN T
=
+
+
−
−
d5 σ +
+ d5 σ −
+ d5 σ +
+ d5 σ −
d5 σBH + d5 σDV CS
−
−
d5 σ+
− d5 σ −
−λ (d5 σeIN T − d5 σeDV CS )
6= A−
=
=
LU
−
−
d5 σ+
+ d5 σ−
d5 σBH − d5 σIN T + d5 σDV CS
+
+
− d5 σ −
d5 σ+
λ (d5 σeIN T + d5 σeDV CS )
6= A+
=
=
LU
+
+
d5 σ+
+ d5 σ−
d5 σBH + d5 σIN T + d5 σDV CS

AC
LU =

h

(22)
(23)
(24)

i

which, at leading twist-2, is proportionnal to the =m C IN T CFF part. As
C
AC
U U , ALU is a selective CFF signal affected by the same BH-non-dominance
distortion. At leading twist-2 and in the BH-dominance hypothesis, AC
LU is
−
simply opposite sign to the Beam Spin Asymmetry (BSA) ALU (Eq. (23))
measured with polarized electrons, and equal to the BSA A+
LU (Eq. (24))
measured with polarized positrons. Therefore, the comparison between AC
LU ,
+
A−
LU , and ALU provides a handle on the validity of these hypotheses. In the
case of significant differences, the neutral BSA
A0LU =

+
−
+
−
(d5 σ+
+ d5 σ+
) − (d5 σ−
+ d5 σ −
)
λ d5 σeDV CS
=
+
+
−
−
d5 σ +
d5 σBH + d5 σDV CS
+ d5 σ −
+ d5 σ +
+ d5 σ −

(25)

allows us to distinguish which hypothesis may not be fulfilled.
Unpolarized and polarized BCA observables are shown on Fig. 3 (top panel)
for a selected set of kinematics within CLAS12 acceptance and a 10.6 GeV
beam energy. They are determined using the BM modeling of DVCS observables [Bel10] and the KM CFF [Kum10]. The sensitivity to the CFF model is
also shown on Fig. 3 (bottom panel) where observables calculated for 3 typical
kinematics using PARTONS [Ber18] CFF and a choice of VGG [Van99] CFF
are compared to previous evaluations.
The amplitude of AC
U U strongly depends on kinematics and varies not only
in magnitude (within ±30%) but also in shape, exhibiting a dominant cos(φ)
contribution eventually distorted by cos(2φ) contributions originating from
the unpolarized part of the DVCS cross section. Similarly, the polarized BCA
corresponding to the same kinematics also varies in magnitude (15%-35%)
and shape, eventually showing a distorsion of the dominant sin(φ) contribution by the cos(nφ) dependence of the unpolarized DVCS cross section. A
strong sensitivy of the the magnitude of AC
U U to the CFF model is also shown
(bottom panel of Fig. 3), confirming the importance of BCA observables for
the extraction of the real part of the interference CFF. The dominance of the
sin(φ) modulation from the imaginary part of the interference CFF in AC
LU is
also observed with a magnitude sensitive to the CFF model. This supports
the expected purity of this observable for the extraction of the imaginary part
of the interference CFF.
Using a polarized positron beam, further observables can be extracted and
compared with polarized electron beam observables. Particularly, the positron
BSA, a golden experimental observable minimizing acceptance and efficiency
effects, can be compared with the electron BSA and the polarized BCA. From
Eq. 22-24
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Figure 3. Kinematic dependence of unpolarized (top left) and polarized (top right) BCA
at a beam energy of 10.6 GeV, and CFF model sensitivity of observables (bottom panel)
for selected kinematics.
−
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A+
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(d5 σBH + d5 σDV CS )2 − (d5 σIN T )2
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+
AC
−
A
=
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(d5 σBH + d5 σDV CS ) (d5 σBH + d5 σIN T + d5 σDV CS )

(26)
(27)

which, within the BH dominance hypothesis, provides the relationship
AC
LU =

−
A+
LU − ALU
.
2

(28)

Fig. 4 shows the positron BSA (bottom left), the comparison bewteen positron
and electron BSA (middle left) and the deviation from the BH dominance hypothesis (top left) for the previous selected set of kinematics. The magnitude
of A+
LU strongly depends on kinematics and exhibits a dominant sin(φ) contribution. The comparison between positron and electron BSA, expressed in
terms of the BSA sum, shows the expected φ-modulation in absence of higher
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Figure 4. Kinematic dependence of the positron BSA A+
LU (bottom left), the com+
−
parison ALU +ALU between electron and positron BSA (middle left), the deviation
+
−
AC
LU -(ALU -ALU )/2 from the BH dominance hypothesis (top left) at a beam energy of
10.6 GeV, and CFF model sensitivity of observables (right panel) for selected kinematics.
Curves label are identical to Fig. 3.
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twist contributions. Both A+
LU and the BSA sum are strongly sensitive to the
CFF model (right panel of Fig. 4). The deviations from the BH dominance
hypothesis are generally small but may become sizeable depending on the CFF
scenario.

3

Impact of positron measurements

The importance of BCA observables for the extraction of CFF has been
stressed numerous times in the literature (see among others [Bel02-1], [Die03],
or [Bel05]). Indeed, at leading twist-2 this problem can be seen as the determination of 8 unknown quantities (4 <e [F] and 4 =m [F]) from a nonlinear sytem of coupled equations [Gui08] which requires at a minimum 8
independent experimental observables with different sensitivities to the unknwon quantities. Dispersion relations and sum rules bring correlations bewteen
CFF and links with elastic and deep inelastic experimental data, but the problem is generally complex and requires a large set of experimental observables.
Not to forget that higher twist effects and NLO corrections render the extraction even more difficult. Nevertheless, existing data about DVCS with lepton
beams of opposite polarities are limited and restricted to the H1 [Aar09],
HERMES [Air08, Air09, Air12] and COMPASS [Akh19] experiments which
explored a kinematical domain very different from the valence domain accessible at JLab.
The methods for the extraction of CFF from DVCS observables can be classified in two generic groups: GPD-model independent [Gui08, Kum11, Mou19]
and dependent [Kum08, Kum10] methods. Both methods are still depending
on the cross section model (leading twist, target mass corrections, higher twist,
NLO corrections...) and of further fitting hypotheses like the number of CFF
to be extracted from data. In that sense, the quantitative evaluation of the
impact of positron measurements discussed in this section is necessarily model
dependent.
Observable

σU U

ALU

AU L

ALL

AC
UU

AC
LU

Time (d)

80

80

100

100

80

80

L (×1035 cm−2 ·s−1 )

0.6

0.6

2

2

0.6

0.6

Packing Fraction

1

1

0.17

0.17

1

1

Sytematics (%)

5

3

3

3⊕3

3

3

Table 1. Parameters of simulated observables.

The study developed here-after is an attempt to evaluate the benefit of unpolarized and polarized BCA measurements off an unpolarized hydrogen target.
This evaluation is quantified with respect to the CFF extraction performed
using a local fit of already approved CLAS12 p-DVCS measurements with or
without BCA data. In absence of completed analysis or actual today existence
of experimental data, we consider the parameters of approved CLAS12 DVCS
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Figure 5. Impact of the positron data on the extraction of <e[H] with four different
CFF model scenarios: projection of extracted <e[H] without (blue points) and with
(red points) positron data compared to the model value (line); ratios of errors on the
extracted <e[H] with positron data with respect to electron data only (right). The blue
points are slightly shifted in x for visual clarity.

experiments using a polarized electron beam with an unpolarized and longitudinally polarized proton target. Without impact on the extraction of H, the
transversely polarized target is not considered in this evaluation.
Within a first approach, observables are determined for a 10.6 GeV beam
energy using the BM modeling of the cross section [Bel10] combined with different CFF [Van99, Kum10, Asc13, Ber18]. The projected statistical errors are
obtained from the parameters of Tab. 1, where the packing fraction represents
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a luminosity reduction factor, of relevance for the polarized target. The CFF
f are then simultaneously extracted from projected data using a fitting
H and H
procedure which assumes the model values for the non-fitted CFF. Individual
observables are randomly smeared with the projected statistical uncertainties,
and systematically shifted with the projected systematic uncertainties before
CFF fitting. These two steps combined into uncertainties on the extracted
CFF. The results of the procedure repeated with 4 different CFF models are
summarized in Fig 5. The left column shows the model <e[H] as a function of
−t for different (xB , Q2 ) bins (line), together with the extracted values without (blue points) and with (red points) the positron data. The corresponding
set of plots on the right column shows the ratios of the total uncertainties,
statistical and systematical added in quadrature. The impact of the positron
data is found to be particularly strong at small -t where they can decrease
uncertainties on <e[H] by over a factor five. The electron data only scenario
tends to provide values different from the model values. By providing a pure
interference signal, positron data corrects for this deviation and allows the
fitting procedure to recover the input model value.

4

Polarized positron beam production and transport

The prospect of polarized or unpolarized positron beams for nuclear physics
experiments at CEBAF naturally raises several issues. Prominent among these
are the generation of positrons, their formation into beams acceptable to the
12 GeV CEBAF accelerator, and the technical challenges associated for the
magnetic transport and diagnostics of low current positively charged beams.
The following sections summarize the present thinking towards developing
positron beams and address some of the specfic issues of positron beams at
CEBAF and in Hall B.
4.1

Polarized positron source

Polarization phenomena in electromagnetic processes have been investigated
since the early thirties [Som31, Wic51, May51]. The originally more complete
calculations of the polarization of the bremsstrahlung radiation generated by
an electron beam in a nuclear field environment [Ols59] drove the development
of polarized photon beams: an unpolarized electron beam generates a linearly
polarized photon beam, while a polarized electron beam generates a circularly
polarized photon beam with polarization directly proportionnal to the initial
electron beam polarization. These features were used extensively at numerous
accelerator facilities, for instance in Hall B [Mec03] to operate a high energy
polarized photon beam.
As a reciprocal process to bremsstrahlung, polarization observables of the pair
creation process behaves symmetrically to bremsstrahlung: particularly, the
circular polarization of a photon beam is predicted to transfer into longitudinal
and transverse polarization components of the e+ e− -pair [Ols59, Kur10], both
proportionnal to the initial photon beam polarization. Polarization transfer
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Figure 6. PEPPo measurements of the positron polarization (top panel) and polarization
transfer efficiency (bottom panel); statistics and systematics are reported for each point,
and the shaded area indicates the electron beam polarization [Abb16].

in the transverse plane is however much less efficient than in the longitudinal
plane such that the pair is essentially longitudinally polarized. The experimental demonstration of the circular-to-longitudinal polarization transfer is
relatively recent and has been carried out at KEK [Omo06], SLAC [Ale08]
and JLab [Abb16] using different techniques to produce the polarized photon
beam: Compton back-scattering of polarized laser light off a ∼GeV electron
beam [Omo06], polarized synchroton radiation of a multi-GeV electron beam
traveling within a helical undulator [Ale08], and bremsstrahlung radiation of
a polarized electron beam [Abb16]. The experimental demonstration [Gra11]
of the latter technique (so-called PEPPo) was worked-out at the CEBAF injector using a 8.19±0.04 MeV/c highly polarized electron beam. The PEPPo
experiment reported a very efficient momentum-dependent polarization transfer (Fig. 6), reaching 100% in the high momentum part of the positron spectra. Operating efficiently with a low energy (∼10-100 MeV/c), high intensity
(∼mA), and high polarization (> 80%) electron beam driver, the PEPPo
technique is ideally suited for the production of polarized positron beams at
CEBAF.
A PEPPo based polarized positron source can be sketched as a conventional
positron source operating instead with a polarized electron beam and involving positron energy discrimination: selecting high energy positrons favors high
spin polarization but reduced the beam intensity, while the selection of low
energy positrons maximizes the beam intensity at the expense of a reduced
polarization. The optimization of a positron source is a sophisticated problem
combining several physics and technological parameters. As a rule of thumb,
an optimum operation in polarization mode can be obtained at half of the
energy of the incoming electron beam energy and typically provides 75% polarization transfer efficiency. The trade between polarization and intensity
capabilities is illustrated on Fig. 7 showing the simulated peformance of a
positron source using a 123 MeV and 100% polarized electron beam. A software collimator combining a 1 MeV energy acceptance and alternatively a 10◦
angular acceptance or a 10 mm·mrad emittance mimics the positron collection
efficiency. The latter configuration corresponding to the measured emittance
acceptance of CEBAF [Gol10] strongly affects the energy dependence of the
20

Figure 7. Energy dependence of the positron efficiency production (left) and polarization
transfer efficiency Pz ≡ Pz /Pe (right) simulated with a 123 MeV and 100% polarized
electron beam [Car18]. Points correspond to the selection of produced positrons within
an energy spread of 1 MeV and a constant angular acceptance of 10◦ (blue) or a
10 mm·mrad emittance (red).

positron production efficiency. Considering a 1 mA initial electron beam, the
simulated positron beam intensity decreases from 5 µA down to 100 nA in the
10-60 MeV positron energy range, while the polarization increases from 10%
up to 75%. Within the PEPPo scheme, the energy of the selected positrons is
indeed defining the capabilities of the positron source.

Figure 8. An approach to adding positron capability to CEBAF [Car18].

While the final scheme of positron beam implementation at CEBAF will result
of a multi-parameter optimization, the initial intent of the positron source
development effort is to stay in the energy range of the CEBAF injector. A
possible configuration is represented on Fig. 8. A high intensity and highly
polarized electron beam produced at the head-start of the CEBAF injector is
accelerated up to 123 MeV and transported outside of the existing accelerator
tunnel towards a new close-by area dedicated to positron production. The
main components of the source are a high power target, a magnetic collection
system, and a RF-cavity system to match the positron source emittance with
CEBAF acceptance.
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4.2

CEBAF operation with positron beams

The operation of CEBAF with positron beams was extensively discussed in
the LOI12-18-004 [Gra18]. Main challenges are briefly reported hereafter and
a broader discussion can be found in Appendix B.

Magnet polarity reversal
In order for positrons to transit CEBAF in the usual electron path, all magnetic fields must be inverted in polarity. The dipole powering network uses
common power supplies feeding strings of magnets in series. Magnets were
designed to be slightly too high in field strength, and electronic loads (shunts)
are installed to shunt a controlled amount of the current. All machine protection provisions for the dipole magnets remain functional with the main power
supply leads inverted. The shunt hardware is unipolar, and inverting the shunt
leads in coordination with the power supply leads leaves the dipole powering
network fully functional and protected.
These many power supplies and shunt connections require reversing switches
(see Appendix B) to be installed with carefully designed features added to
ensure that all polarity changes remain appropriately coordinated.

Beam diagnostic capabilities

Operation of CEBAF requires diagnostics to configure the beam position along
the accelerator, typically a combination of non-intercepting diagnostics (Beam
Position Monitors (BPM) and Synchrotron Light profile Monitors (SLM))
and intercepting viewscreens. Finer quantitative measurement of the beam
size on target and for configuration of accelerator optics is done using either
wire scanners for profile measurement or SLM in some cases. In the case of
instability of accelerating RF or of steering of focusing magnets, the accelerator
is protected from damage by a combination of photomultiplier based beam loss
monitors (BLM) and a Beam Loss Accounting system (BLA) which compares
the injected current to that delivered to the user(s). Current investigations
show that the operation of these systems with positron beams do not raise
any difficulty (see Appendix B).
For very low current beam delivery to Hall B, it has been found adequate
to configure the accelerator systems with low duty-factor beam with higher
peak current, and then turn the beam current down to nanoAmpere levels of
continuous wave (CW) current to conduct experiments. This is expected to
remain practical for low-current positron operation, although improvements
in diagnostics should enable more extensive monitoring of the beam in the
accelerator.
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Figure 9. Comparison of simulated electron and positron beam properties [Rob17]. The
light blue arrow indicates the prominence of acceleration damping effects, and the light
orange ones corresponds to the dominance of the effects of synchrotron radiations.

Positron beam characteristics
The injection chicane properties (aperture and dispersion) control the CEBAF beam acceptance. These are normally configured for low emittance and
low momentum spread beams, but the configuration has considerable flexibility. For instance, the chicane dispersion can be configured to accept up to
2% momentum dispersion and for the low currents anticipated for positron
operation, the acceptable RMS beam radius may be as high as several mm
matching with a normalized emittance acceptance of 40 mm·mrad for beam
energies ∼120 MeV. Because this principal limiting aperture is very localized,
it can be readily modified to increase its acceptance. After injection, the beam
momentum is increased by a factor of 9 in the first linac (the North Linac).
The result of this strong adiabatic damping is that the momemtum acceptance
of the accelerator is dominated by the injection chicane. The transverse emittance is similarly strongly damped, and the injection chicane again provides
the principal limitation.
Estimated beam parameters are shown in Fig. 9 comparing electron and
positron beam optical parameters from the injector entrance till experimental
halls. Two main regimes are affecting the beam properties: the acceleration
damping within the CEBAF accelerating sections, and the synchrotron radiation in the recirculating arcs. In that respect, the dynamics of the momentum
spread of electron beams is dominated by radiation effects. Despite a much
larger initial momentum spread, positron beams essentially benefit from acceleration damping which results in the same momentum spread than electron
beams. The large positron beam emittance at the injector entrance is also
strongly reduced by acceleration effects which result in a final emittance 4-5
times larger than electron beam one’s.
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4.3

Positron beam operation in Hall B

The positron beam transport through the Hall B beam line in general is no
different from the electron beam other than the opposite charge. Once the
polarity of all magnetic elements is reversed the positrons will follow exactly
the same trajectory as electrons. All magnets in the beam line are equipped
with bi-polar power supplies. The emittance of the positron beam is expected
to be larger than electron beam. This will require additional focusing of the
beam to reduce the beam spot size on the target which will be done with a set
of quadrupoles already installed on the beam line but not used with electron
beam.
There are some differences related to beam diagnostic devices like BCMs,
BPMs and Faraday cup. Their signals will have the opposite sign compared
with electron beam operation but this does not pose a problem (see Appendix B). However, there is a significant difference in the beam polarimetry
for electron and positron beams. The existing Hall B polarimeter is configured
for Møller scattering. With the positron beam it must be reconfigured to accomodate Bhabha scattering. The details of possible solutions are discussed
in the Appendix A.
4.4

Monte Carlo simulations of background

Figure 10. Results for CLAS12 drift chambers occupancy obtained from GEANT simulations with positron and electron beams at a luminosity of 1035 cm−2 s−1 .

A critical part of operating CLAS12 detector at high luminosities is the simulation not only of hadronic events but also, and more importantly, the simulation
of beam-related accidental hits in the CLAS12 detector systems, in particular
the tracking devices. Source of accidentals in this experiment is primarily from
the positron elastically scattering off atomic electrons (Bhabha scattering) and
their secondary interaction with beamline components. The production rate
of this background sources is orders of magnitude larger than the hadronic
production rate. In the case of CLAS12 experiments with electron beam, the
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source of accidentals is primarily from beam electrons undergoing Møller scattering off atomic electrons in the liquid hydrogen target. The shielding of the
CLAS12 detector from this background was carefully and extensively studied
during the CLAS12 design and construction. The final solution of the shielding was obtained by combination of magnetic shielding from the CLAS12 5 T
superconducting solenoid and carefully optimized design and fabrication of
the Møller absorber. This allowed us to operate CLAS12 at the design luminosity on day one. In studying the background for this experiment, detailed
GEANT simulation were performed based on the CLAS12 realistic simulation package used for electron beam at luminosity of 1035 cm−2 ·s−1 reversing
the Torus field with respect to the electron beam configuration (in-bending
mode). We performed detailed comparison of the drifts chambers occupancy
with results obtained with electron beam at the same luminosity taking into
account the correct DC time windows of each region. The summary results of
the simulation of the drift chamber occupancies are shown in figure 10. Region
1 has the highest occupancy of about 3%, region 2 is about 0.8%, and region
3 is about 1.2%. These results are compatible with the ones obtained with
electron beam.
In summary, no additional shielding is needed for this experiment, and we can
switch between running the experiment with positrons and electrons keeping
the CLAS12 configuration and the operating luminosity, the same. Additionally, a realistic simulation package is essential for absolute normalization, especially, to take into account the detector occupancies for data taking at a
given luminosity. In order to quantitatively account for this, pre-scaled trigger
bits will be setup to take randomly triggered data simultaneously with the
production data. Then in the offline data analysis we will merge DVCS simulation event with random triggered events from data to evaluate tracking and
particle identification efficiency for absolute cross section measurements.

5
5.1

p-DVCS at CLAS12 with a positron beam
Detector configuration

The experiment will measure the DVCS process e+ p → e+ pγ with the CLAS12
spectrometer. The arrangement of CLAS12 in the Hall B is shown in a side
view in Fig. 11, and the beam line upstream and downstream of CLAS12 are
shown in Fig. 12 (see Ref. [Bur20] for details). When operating with positron
beam the experiment will use the standard Hall B beam line with the electrical diagnostics in reversed charge mode from operating the beam line and the
experimental equipment with electron beam. This includes the nano-ampere
beam position and current monitors, the beam line magnetic elements including the tagger magnet, which is energized during beam polarization measurements, and the charge integrating Faraday cup. The experimental setup
will be identical to the standard electron beam setup with both magnets,
the Solenoid and the Torus magnet in reversed current mode from electron
scattering experiments.
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Figure 11. CLAS12 in Hall B. The positron beam comes from the right and hits the
target in the center of the solenoid magnet, which is at the core of the Central Detector
(CD). It is largely hidden from view inside the HTCC Čerenkov counter.

Figure 12. Hall B beamline.

As the positron beam emittance at the target will be larger than in standard
electron beam operation from the later driven gun, the liquid hydrogen target
cell will be redesigned with increased entrance and exit window size of the
target cell.
5.2

Kinematic coverage

The simultaneous kinematic coverage of the DVCS process in the CLAS12 acceptance is shown in Fig. 13 from a subset of Run Group A (RGA) data and a
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Figure 13. Kinematic coverage of CLAS12 for exclusive DVCS events at a beam energy
of 10.6 GeV: scattered lepton reconstruction coverage in polar angle versus momentum (top left); proton reconstruction coverage in polar angle versus momentum (top
right); at polar angles close to 40◦ , protons are partially reconstructed in the FD and
partially in the CD; high-energy photon detection coverage in polar angle versus photon energy (bottom left); the narrow band below 5◦ indicates photon detection in the
FT calorimeter. difference in reconstructed z-vertex for scattered leptons and the recoil
protons (bottom right); the transition near 40◦ indicates that reconstruction of protons
in the CVT sets in, where the z-vertex resolution is much improved over the z-vertex
reconstruction in the FD, leading to the more narrow band.

detector configuration similar to the positron configuration i.e. Torus in OutBending mode and FTCal ON. Scattered electrons/positrons will be detected
in the CLAS12 Forward Detectors including the high threshold Čerenkov
Counter (HTCC), the drift chamber tracking system, the Forward Time-ofFlight system (FTOF) and the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL). The latter consists of the pre-shower calorimeter (PCAL) and the EC-inner and ECouter parts of the electromagnetic calorimeter (EC) providing a 3-fold longitudinal segmentation. DVCS photons are measured in the CLAS12 ECAL that
covers the polar angle range from about 5◦ to 35◦ . Additionally, high energy
photons are also detected in the Forward Tagger calorimeter FTCal, which
spans the polar angle range of 2.5◦ to 4.5◦ . Protons are detected mostly in the
CLAS12 Central Detector (CD) with momenta above 300 MeV/c, but a significant fraction is also detected in the CLAS12 Forward Detector, especially
those in the higher −t range.
The kinematics coverage is shown in Fig. 14. Scattered leptons cover the xB
range from 0.1 to 0.7 and a range in Q2 from 1 to 10 GeV2 . The range in −t
covers 0.05 to 2.5 GeV2 .
In Fig. 15 we show the event distribution in the individual Torus sectors,
the eγX missing mass distribution with all particles detected, and the φdistributions of exclusive events.
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Figure 14. Kinematic coverage of exclusive DVCS/BH events in Q2 versus xB (left),
and in −t (right) plotted versus the azimuthal φ-dependence.

Figure 15. DVCS/BH event distributions in individual Torus sectors: lepton
φ-distribution versus polar angle (θ) (top left), showing a slightly slanted asymmetric distribution due to the solenoid magnetic field; high energy photon distribution (top
right), showing the ECAL (PCAL+EC) coverage at θ > 5◦ and the FT calorimeter
coverage at θ < 5◦ ; the eγX missing mass distribution, peaking at the proton mass
(bottom left), with the radiative tail on the high mass side; the azimuthal distribution
of DVCS events (bottom right).

6
6.1

Control of systematic uncertainties
Origin of systematic effects

Systematic effects can occur on the one hand from positron beam properties,
and on the other hand from the response of the CLAS12 spectrometer.
The expected positron beam properties in the physics interaction region differ
from the CEBAF electron beam essentially by a 4-5 times larger emittance
(see Sec. 4.2). Additional focusing of the beam will be provided by a set of
quadrupoles already installed on the beam line but residual effects of the beam
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Figure 16. The generic setup of the CLAS12 detector in Hall B in a side view. For the
same kinematics the forward going particles electrons and positrons are following the
same path for reversed polarity of the Torus magnet and the solenoid magnet (both
bending away from the beam line).

properties difference may remain which could alter the comparison with electron data. To control these effects DVCS data with an electron beam having
the same properties as the positron beam should be carried out. Such beam
can be made out of the secondary electrons produced at the positron source,
which is expected to have similar properties in terms of (x, y) profile and emittance at the target position. This will allow for the elimination/correction of
potential beam-related false asymmetries.
Systematic uncertainties for DVCS cross section measurements with electron
beams are part of the currently ongoing program with the CLAS12 spectrometer setup. For positron beams most of these systematic effects are very similar
as far as the CLAS12 detector properties and normalization issues are concerned. As we aim for measurements of charge differences in cross sections
or charge asymmetries most of them will be identical and will therefore drop
out in the difference of electron and positron measurements. There are a few
effects that however may not drop out and have to be considered.
The experimental setup is generically shown in a side view in Fig. 16, and in
Fig. 17 in a view along the beam line looking downstream. For the scattered
positron and for the DVCS photon the detector looks identical to the situation when electrons are scattered off protons and the magnetic fields in both
magnets are reversed. Additional software fiducial cuts will further ensure the
same detector status between electron and positron data taking for these particles driving the resolution of the DVCS analysis. This is not the case of the
recoil proton, which will be bent in the solenoid field in the opposite direction
compared to the electron scattering case. This could result in systematic effects due to potentially different track reconstruction efficiencies and effective
solid angles. While these effects are much smaller than the physics asymmetry
(see Sec. 2.3), we propose here to measure the positron DVCS process 50%
of the time with reversed solenoid polarity so that the proton will bend half
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Figure 17. The generic setup of the clas12 detector in Hall B viewed from upstream
down the beam pipe. In this view the proton rotates in the opposite direction, from the
case of the electron beam. When swithing the solenoid field the electron and positron
experience different phi motions due to the opposite motion of electron and positrons
(left). When the solenoid field is reversed the electrons and positrons get kicks in the
opposite azimuthal directions as seen that positrons and electrons switch place in the
forward detector. This potential asymmetry can be controlled with elastic scattered
electrons and positrons.

time in one direction and half time in the opposite direction.
Another cross check is possible by measuring the elastic e+ p → e+ p scattering
cross section continuously during the experiments. The CLAS12 acceptance
covers elastic scattering and deep inelastic processes, such as DVCS, and both
will be measured concurrently. In either case most of the recoil protons are detected in the central detector, giving us continuous control of the performance
of the detector system throughout the experiment. It should be noted that the
elastic e+ p → e+ p cross section is equal to the well known elastic e− p → e− p
cross section within the contributions from 2-photon effects, which are very
small in the kinematic range that can be selected for the process [Afa17].
The charge asymmetries for the DVCS process can be large (see Sec. 2.3).
From the simulation calibrated by the measurement of known processes, we
aim at keeping systematic uncertainties due to these effects below 3% at all
kinematics. We also note that for the positron beam spin asymmetry, which
will be measured concurrently, the systematic uncertainties are not affected
by the aforementioned electron-positron differences.
6.2

Beam charge asymmetry systematics

The unpolarized Yield Charge Asymmetry (YCA) is defined experimentally
as
(Y + + Y + ) − (Y+− + Y−− )
YUCU = + + − +
(29)
Y+ + Y− + Y+− + Y−−
where
Nλe 1
neλ
e
Yλ = e e = e
(30)
Qλ 
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is the beam charge and spin dependent normalized yield determined from
the number of events Nλe , the corresponding accumulated charge Qeλ , and the
beam spin independent detector efficiency e . Comparing electron and positron
measurements taken at different time periods, the detector efficiency will most
likely be different. Noting this difference ∆, the efficiency correction factor is
defined as
1 ∆
1 + − −
C =
=
.
(31)
2 +
2 +
Additionally, systematic differences in acceptance between electron and positron beams may occur which translate into an excess/deficit of positron events
as compared to the true physics event number expected within the acceptance
of electron beam data. Noting δn00 the spin and charge independent positron
excess, the charge normalized yield for electrons and positrons can be expressed as


0
C
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± = n0 1 − A U U
0
n+
± = n0 1 +

δn00
n00
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where the BCA and the BSA quantifies the charge and spin dependences of
the yield. Here,
−
−
n+ + n+
− + n+ + n−
n00 = +
(34)
4
is the unpolarized charge normalized neutral yield. The solid angle correction
factor can be defined as
C∆Ω =

1 δn00
1 ∆Ω+ − ∆Ω−
=
2 n00
2
∆Ω−

(35)

where ∆Ω+ is the solid angle for the positron data taking, and ∆Ω− is the
solid angle for the electron data taking. The true unpolarized BCA, taking
into account efficiency and solid angle corrections, can be derived from the
experimental YCA following the expression
AC
UU =

(1 + ηc ) YUCU − ηc
1 + ηc − ηc YUCU

(36)

with
ηc = C∆Ω − C − 2C C∆Ω .

(37)

Assuming an eventual range of efficiency and solid angle corrections, the magnitude of the corrections to raw unpolarized YCA can be determined as the
C
deviation of AC
U U , given by Eq. 36, with respect to YU U . The left panel of
Fig. 18 reports the envelope of the possible corrections assuming C and C∆Ω
values within ±0.05 (or ±0.02), corresponding to a 10% (4%) relative change
between electron and positron data taking. These corrections can be sizeable
but are exactly calculable once efficiency and solid angle effects are known.
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Figure 18. Amplitude of the corrections of unpolarized raw asymmetries (left) and of the
corresponding systematic error on unpolarized BCA (right). The shaded areas indicate
the possible values of the corrections for a fixed raw asymmetry assuming that the
efficiency and solid angle corrections are comprised within ±5% (solid line) and ±2%
(dashed line). Asymmetry systematics is evaluated assuming 3.5% relative uncertainty
on efficiency and solid angles.

The precision on these corrections directly enters the systematic error on the
unpolarized BCA, which can be defined as
σ

h

i

AC
U U Sys.

=

v
u
u
t

dAC
UU
σ [C ]
dC

!2

!2

dAC
UU
+
σ [C∆Ω ]
dC∆Ω

.

(38)

The right panel of Fig. 18 reports, within the same conditions than the left
panel, the envelope of systematic errors related to efficiency and solid angle
corrections assuming a 3.5% relative accuracy on ± and ∆Ω± . These correspond to a total 5% relative systematic uncertainty of the cross section. Under
these assumptions, the absolute systematic uncertainties on unpolarized BCA
are contained within 0.01-0.09 depending on the magnitude of YUCU .
Similarly, the polarized YCA is written
C
YLU
=

(Y++ − Y−+ ) − (Y+− − Y−− )
Y++ + Y−+ + Y+− + Y−−

(39)

from which the true polarized BCA, considering efficiency and solid angle
corrections, is obtained as
h



C
AC
LU = 1 + ηc 1 + AU U

i





C
+
− ηc 1 + A C
YLU
U U ALU .

(40)

The magnitude of efficiency and solid angle corrections effects and related
absolute systematic uncertainties for polarized BCA is determined using the
same approach as in the upolarized case. According to Eq. 40, these are depending in addition on the positron BSA which is assumed to vary within
±50% (red curves) or ±25% (black curves). The absolute systematic uncertainty related to differences between electron and positron measurements may
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Figure 19. Amplitude of the corrections of polarized raw asymmetries (left) and of the
corresponding systematic error on polarized BCA (right). The shaded areas indicate the
possible values of the corrections for a fixed raw asymmetry assuming that the positron
BSA is comprised within ±50%, and that the efficiency and solid angle corrections
take values within ±5% (solid line) and ±2% (dashed line). The solid black line limits
the variation domain when the positron BSA is comprised within ±25%. Asymmetry
systematics is evaluated assuming a 3.5% relative uncertainty on efficiency and solid
angles.

amount up to 0.06 in the case of large asymmetries.
Finally, the true neutral BSA is expressed


h

A0LU = 1 + ηc 1 + AC
UU

i





+
0
YLU
− ηc 1 + AC
U U ALU

(41)

where

(Y++ − Y−+ ) + (Y+− − Y−− )
(42)
Y++ + Y−+ + Y+− + Y−−
is the neutral yield spin asymmetry. The determination of the magnitude of
the corrections of raw asymmetries and their attached systematics reported on
Fig. 19 is also valid for the neutral BSA. In the twist-2 approximation where
the neutral BSA is predicted to be zero, systematics effects may account for
up to 0.03 depending essentially on the magnitude of the positron BSA.
0
YLU
=

The effect of eventual efficiency and solid angle dissymmetries between electron
and positron data taking can generally be sizeable but can be corrected for
with high accuracy by calibrating simulations with specific measurements of a
knwon physics process. In this context, the 3% relative uncertainty assumption
should be considered as a maximal value.

7

Beam time request

For the main physics program we request 80 days of 5-pass secondary electron and positron beams at an energy of 10.6 GeV, and a beam current of
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40 nA impinging on a 5 cm long liquid hydrogen target. The beam must be
longitudinally polarized with a polarization of λ=60% or higher. The beam
polarization must be switched at a rate of 30 Hz with direct reporting, and
the charge asymmetry between each helicity state must be kept below 0.1%.
These figures are supplemented with 8 days of background calibration studies.
In addition, we request 6 days of 1-pass electron beam at the same current of
40 nA for systematic effects and cross calibration purposes of the beam line
instrumentation, and 6 days of commissionning of the Hall B equipment with
the positron beam.
7.1

Proposed measurements
Beam parameters

Purpose

Label

q

Nat.

(e)

E

I

λ

(GeV)

(nA)

(%)

Target

Cal.

2.2

0

−

ep → epγ

Phy.

Background

Cal.

ep → epγ
Background

45
S

Pol.

Pol.

Time

−

24

+

24

+

24

5 cm

−

LH2

−

−

24
480

−

48

Phy.

+

480

Cal.

+

48

+

72

+

24

−

24

10.6

60

Commissioning
ep → ep

Tor.

(h)

P
ep → ep

Sol.

2.2

Cal.

Commissioning
ep → epγ

Phy.

Background

Cal.

ep → epγ
Background

+

0

S

45
60

10.6

5 cm

−

LH2

−

+

72
480

−

48

Phy.

+

480

Cal.

+

48
Total

2400

Table 2. Detailed description of the beam time request. The beam nature label P
indicates the CEBAF primary electron beam, and S indicates the secondary electron or
positron beam generated at the positron production target. The data taking label Cal.
stands for calibration, and Phy. for physics data taking.

The measurements of this proposal are detailed in Tab. 2, and comprise physics
data taking with both electron and positron beams. Electron data using the
secondary electron beam generated at the positron production target will be
used to compare with positron data for constructing BCA observables. From
the statistics and systematics point of views, a direct comparison with RGA
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data would provide degraded BCA observables. Indeed, RGA operated with
several experimental configurations such that the positron-like configuration
(Torus in out-bending mode and FTCal on) represents in the best case 25%
of accumulated data, i.e. about a factor 2 less statistics than the expected
positron statistics. Furthermore, positron beam properties are expected to be
different from the CEBAF electron beam properties. The larger beam emittance motivates the use of a new target cell with diameter larger than RGA
target cell, such that systematics attached to the target would not compensate in a comparison with RGA data. The previous section (Sec. 6) reviews
the systematic effects attached to CLAS12 operation in positron mode and
motivates data taking with different solenoid polarities, a further variation
with respect to RGA configuration. Comparing electron and positron data
taken with similar statistics, the same beam properties, the same target cell,
the same detector status, and the same detector configuration is the path we
are proposing to miminize systematic effects and provide high quality BCA
observables.
Immediately before the beginning of the physics run, short electron beam runs
will be performed to enable checking for false charge asymmetries by employing
elastic e− p → e− p scattering with a 1-pass beam. This comprises using both
the primary CEBAF electron beam and the secondary beam generated at
the positron production target, together with negative and positive solenoid
polarities. The electron beam physics run will be conducted over a period of
40 days, alternating solenoid polarities and using the secondary electron beam
produced simultaneously with the positron beam at the production target of
the positron source.
After the polarity change of CEBAF, the Hall B beamline equipment and polarimeter will be commissioned with the positron beam at 1-pass, and a short
run on the e+ p → e+ p elastic scattering will be performed for direct comparison with electron calibration data. For this comparison elastic kinematics
at low Q2 will be selected to limit the 2-photon contributions to less than
2-3%. After commissioning Hall B equipment with a 5-pass positron beam,
the e+ p → e+ pγ DVCS physics run will be conducted.
Polarization measurements will be carried out regularly every 2-3 days initially, and once a week during stable running periods. The current plan is
to use Bhabha scattering on a polarized ferromagnetic foil (see Appendix A).
Asymmetries are measured by flipping the positron beam polarization and detecting the scattered electrons and positrons in coincidence. The asymmetry
is same magnitude as for polarized electron beams.
Additional calibration runs will also be conducted all along the physics run
for detector calibration and background studies. Production data taking is
expected with a trigger rate of up to 20 KHz and a data rate of up to 800 MB/s.
Once a week during stable operation, luminosity scan will be carried out and
randomly triggered data will be taken at various beam currents to simulate
realistic background conditions to be used for Monte Carlo simulations.
The total beam time request amounts to 2400 hours (100 days) of data taking.
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7.2

Experimental projections

Expected experimental data are shown in Fig. 20-25 at small and intermediate t using the BM modeling of DVCS observables [Bel10] and the KM
CFF [Kum10], for the binning used in Sec. 3 to evaluate the impact of positron
measurements on the CFF extraction. Statistical error bars assume 80 days
DVCS data taking equaly shared between secondary electron and positron
beams. The data represented in these figures correspond to a selected set of
the data that will be obtained. Typical φ-distributions of AC
U U (Fig. 20-21),
+
C
ALU (Fig. 22-23), and ALU (Fig. 24-25) are shown for different (xB , Q2 )-bins.
The (xB , Q2 , t) sensitivity of the magnitude and shape of AC
U U is particularly
noticed. In general, the accuracy of expected data will allow us to identify
and quantitify the φ-modulation of DVCS observables with a precision which
decreases as (xB , Q2 ) increase.
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Figure 20. Projected AC
U U data in selected small t-bins at a 10.6 GeV positron and
electron beam energy.
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Figure 21. Projected AC
U U data in selected intermediate t-bins at a 10.6 GeV positron
and electron beam energy.
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Figure 22. Projected AC
LU data in selected small t-bins at a 10.6 GeV positron and
electron beam energy.
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Figure 23. Projected AC
LU data in selected intermediate t-bins at a 10.6 GeV positron
and electron beam energy.
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Figure 24. Projected A+
LU data in selected small t-bins at a 10.6 GeV positron beam
energy.
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Figure 25. Projected A+
LU data in selected intermediate t-bins at a 10.6 GeV positron
beam energy.
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A

Beam polarization measurement

The positron beam polarization can be measured using Bhabha scattering,
where an incident positron scatters off an electron in a polarized metallic
target. The most likely option for the design of a Bhabha polarimeter is to
modify the existing Møller polarimeter to accommodate positrons. Though
the cross section for Bhabha and Møller scattering are different, the analyzing
power (Azz ) for a longitudinally polarized beam and a longitudinally polarized
target are the same [Ale02]
Azz (θCM ) = −

(7 + cos θCM ) sin2 θCM
(3 + cos2 θCM )2

(A.1)

where θCM is the center of momentum scattering angle. Particularly, Azz has
a maximum magnitude of 7/9 at θCM = 90◦ , which is the central scattering
angle of the existing Møller polarimeter. Forming the beam-helicity-dependent
asymmetry gives
A=

dσ + dσ−
−
dΩ
dΩ

!,

dσ + dσ−
+
dΩ
dΩ

!

= Azz (θCM ) PBz PTz ,

(A.2)

where the ± refers to cases where the beam polarization (PBz ) and the target
polarization (PTz ) are aligned or anti-aligned. The asymmetry is measured from
the yields according to
A=

N+ − N−
= hAzz i PBz PTz ,
N+ + N−

(A.3)

where hAzz i is the effective analyzing power corrected for the finite-angle acceptance of the polarimeter and atomic-electron motion (also known as the
Levchuk effect [Lev94]). The CLAS12 Møller polarimeter detects the scattered electrons in coincidence near θCM = 90◦ , the peak of Azz . As compared
to single-arm Møller polarimetry, the coincidence method has the advantage
of producing a clean data set without having to do energy-dependent background subtractions (see, for example Ref. [Arr92]). Accidental background
rates are typically less than 10% of the real coincident rate at the CLAS12
polarimeter, and is further measured and included as a correction.
The CLAS12 polarimeter, which schematic layout is shown on Fig. A.1, relies
upon a pair of quadrupole magnets to separate the scattered electrons from
the beam and to deflect the scattered electrons into the detectors. To adapt
the CLAS12 Møller polarimeter, the plan is to rewire the quadrupole magnets
to act as dipole magnets as shown in Fig. A.2. In this configuration if the
electron is scattered to the left and the positron to the right (left figure), the
two leptons are bent away from the beamline to the detectors. However, if the
positron is scattered to the left and the electron to the right (right figure) both
particles will initially be bent toward the beamline and will miss the detectors.
This unavoidably results in only half of the leptons scattered at θCM = 90◦
to reach the detectors, thus necessitating longer runs than are presently being
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Figure A.1. Layout of the CLAS12 Møller polarimeter; detector shielding is not shown.

done with an electron beam. It will also potentially lead to some increase in
accidental background. This can and will be simulated once a full calculation
of the magnetic field map is completed. A calculation of the field map has
recently been started by the JLab magnet group and should be available so
that the simulation can be done prior to submission of this proposal to the
PAC. Preliminary calculations show that there will be a residual dipole field
along the axis of the magnets, which will result in a deflection of the positron
beam. One solution to this is to use corrector magnets downstream of the
polarimeter to realign the positron beam onto the beam dump. In case the
field along the axis is large, it is possible the beam will be deflected too far
for the corrector magnets to be properly realigned onto the dump. A solution
to this is to build an alternative beam dump. Once the field maps become
available the trajectory of the beam can be included in the simulation and the
most appropriate solution can be identified.

S
e- e+

e+ e-

N

N

N

S

S

N

S

Figure A.2. Møller quadrupoles rewired into a dipole configuration as seen looking along
the beam direction. The left (right) panel has electrons (positrons) scattered to the left
with positrons (electrons) scattered to the right.

Another concern is the mechanical stresses on the quadrupoles run in dipole
mode. The initial expectation of the JLab magnet group is that this is not
likely to be a problem but this will have to be verified with a finite-element
analysis.
Full simulations for a Bhabha polarimeter will have to be run to optimize the
magnetic fields and the locations of detectors and shielding. Once field maps
are completed this is a straightforward task. In the unlikely event that it is
not possible to run the quadrupoles as dipoles other solutions for positron
polarimetry will be explored:
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• Single mode - Use the present wiring of the quadrupoles and run in singles mode; the expected background in this run-mode is higher than in
coincidence mode so simulations have to be performed to understand the
effect of the background on measurement times;
• Coincidence mode - Use the present wiring and reconfigure detector and
shielding locations to identify a coincidence run-mode.
All of these options can be evaluated once field maps are available.
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B

Polarized positron beams at Jefferson Lab

This appendix is based on current investigations of the impact of positron
beam operation at CEBAF, that were collected in the document Some practical considerations for a positron source and positron beam operations at
CEBAF from P. Degtiarenko, J. Grames, J. Kowal, J. Musson, S. Philip,
M. Tiefenbak, and K. Welch [Deg20].
B.1

Radiological considerations

Two potential approaches of producing positron beams are considered: one
being a separate new enclosure, the other being the existing injector segment
to house the positron source. At the very high level, the first option would
be the safest from a radiological standpoint, as it would allow shielding to be
applied as part of the initial facility design, and allow the shielding and other
radiological controls to be optimized as integral part of the design.
At energies above the photo-neutron production threshold (∼10-15 MeV), any
design will have to address the shielding of neutrons and photons, plus the
activation of materials. A 100 kW-100 MeV system would involve significant
shielding, and very high levels of activation in the targets and surrounding
materials, plus significant activation of cooling water used in and around the
targets, and air activation in the vault. Maintenance would also become a significant issue. The activation would produce a radiological footprint similar to
one of the beam dumps in Hall A or C. In other words, the positron production
facility would in effect create a new radiological facility analogous to the Hall
A dump, including cooling water systems, and would benefit the most from
being separated from the existing beam enclosure.
B.2

Beam power considerations

Considering a positron source based on a 100 kW electron beam power, a
reasonable way to produce and capture positrons should be a two-stage design.
This would allow to separate the functions of main energy dissipation, and the
positron production. The first stage (a radiator and a subsequent beam dump)
would absorb the main beam energy, and the positron production stage would
see only a few percent of it. This separation would further provides more
comfortable heat and radiation conditions for the positron capture hardware.
The design choices may also include magnetic field removal of the electron
beam, as in the current version of the Compact Photon Source [Day20].
B.3

Personnel and machine protection

From the Personnel Safety System (PSS) perspective, electrical hazard, PSS
and ODH controls are hereafter considered:
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Electrical hazard - concerning the polarity reversal of the dipoles transporting
the beam to experimental halls, the current transducers providing feedback to
BELLs system would need to be replaced if installed after the polarity switch;
PSS controls - building a separate positron injector will require to treat it as a
separate segment, where all necessary PSS controls would have to be installed,
in essence a duplication of the existing injector;
ODH controls - building a separate segment with equipment using significant
quantity of cryogens may require installation of an Oxygen Defiency Hazard
system.
From the Machine Protection System perspective, there would be in general no
need to alter the existing equipment around the site, except the new positron
injector area.
B.4

Reversal of CEBAF magnetic field

A tentative list of the electrical systems requiring attention for positron beam
delivery is:
1) Trims magnet (∼1900 units);
2) ARC1 to ARC10 (10 units);
3) RSEP8 and RSEP9 (2 units), recirculating septa in the West and East
ARC;
4) Dogleg1 to Dogleg9 (9 units);
5) XSEP2, 4, 6, 8, 10 (5 units) extraction region magnets for each of 5 passes;
6) YA 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 (5 units) extraction region thin septa for each of 5 passes;
7) Hall A, B, C, D (5 units) magnets that transport beam into each Hall;
8) BSY Dump (1 unit) which allows beam steered into the dump before
Halls A, B, C;
9) Hall A and Hall C Lambertson (2 units);
10) Recirculation and transport shunt modules (109 units);
11) End station A Møller quadrupoles (4 units);
12) End station A Møller and Compton dipoles (2 units);
13) End station C quadrupole magnets (2 units);
14) End station C Compton dipole (1 unit);
15) End station D Tagger magnte (1 unit).
All correctors and quadrupole magnets (except one in Hall C) are bipolar
power supplies able to drive positive or negative amperage, and can be used for
electron/positron beam without any changes in hardware. Other trim magnets
used for position modulation and Fast Feedback are not expected to be affected
by the beam charge. All of the bending dipole magnets in CEBAF proper are
powered by uni-polar power supplies without polarity reversal switches. Most
of the ARC magnets are in a series configuration, meaning that the reversal of
the power leads at the supply effectively reverses the field in all of the magnets
powered by the individual power supply (see Fig. B.1 for a typical example).
Similarly to the power supplies, the shunt modules will also need to have leads
reversed on the termination in the upstairs chassis. To reduce the number of
reversing operations and to prevent failures/errors, the polarity reversal would
have to be an engineered solution. The system would have remotely controlled
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Figure B.1. Typical box power supply for ARC magnets.
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switches that can be configured into the correct state for electron or positron
beam. Operational procedures would remain unchanged, as the magnet systems are blind to polarity of connection. However, any portion of the accelerator used to create the electron beam for the production of positrons as well
as to transport positrons would require special attention procedurally.
Each of the physics halls have normal and superconducting magnets of various
kinds that are not controlled by DC power. Their configuration needs should
be examined by the various Halls. Additionally, Hall D is using a permanent
dipole to prevent beam into the Hall in case of failure of the Tagger magnet.
This may need to be rotated to get the same effect.
The various magnets of the accelerator are a mix of bipolar and unipolar configurations. For the bipolar magnets, observations of the relationship between
~ and the current are consistent with no change in magnetic field versus
~ · dl
the B
current after unipolar operation. The meter-scale dipole magnets configured as
unipolar systems exhibit a remnant field in the 10-15 Gauss range. The most
stringent empirical test of the non-influence of this field is the observation of
the fine reproducibility of the beam trajectory after dipole string power supply
trips to zero current. The uncontrolled magnetic field of the dipoles, involving
prospectively a flux reversal as the dipole field collapses, has not been seen
to alter the beam trajectory after the multiple hysteresis cycles executed by
protocol after such an event. The known observations seem to indicate that
the magnet iron is magnetically soft enough at the fields in use in the CEBAF
accelerator as to result in no persistent calibration shifts after field reversal
and restoration.
B.5

CEBAF diagnostics for positron beams

Since previous positron efforts [Val16, Bergo] have successfully employed DCT,
cavity, and button-electrode-based BPM systems, it is our opinion that design
for positron production can proceed, based on data obtained from the JLab
experience. Following is a summary of diagnostics behavior and metrics.
BCM resolution analysis
Since electrons and positrons differ only by charge (and magnetic moment),
polarity is an obvious difference in the electronic signals. Signal polarity is
of little significance, since beam current is the result of a magnitude-only
measurement of the high-Q cavitiy, which is phase-independent. Also, positron
mass and beam size should result in identical beam loading, thereby producing
the same cavity response for a given beam current.
JLab is operating since 25 years 33 BCM pillbox cavities employed to provide
detailed current information, time of flight measurements, and also as timeof-arrival sensors. Parametric simulation for various expected beam currents
has been performed, which agrees with actual beam-based measurements (to
within 2 dB). Therefore, it is useful to rely on several rules of thumb, for which
receiver electronics can be evaluated in the lab. Using this data, a nomograph
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Figure B.2. Nomograph of expected BCM cavity power output (red) for various electron/positron beam currents. Recalling that Ibeam =1 µA results in -40 dBm of output
power, then scaling simply follows 20 log(Ibeam ).

is produced, which accurately predicts the RF output power (in dBm) for a
large range of beam currents. Figure B.2 is a composite of several JLab beamline elements, of which the BCM cavity is shown in red. Knowing the sensor
output allows one to quickly establish a linearity constant for Ibeam versus Vout ,
wich in the case of the standard SS304 JLab BCM cavity is K=447−6 µA/µV,
for electron and presumably positron beams. For determination of resolution,
noise power must be known so as to establish the confidence of the measurement from the resulting signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). If a perfect system is
assumed, and sitting in-situ at room temperature (290 K), the noise power for
the 50 Ω receiver possessing a 1 Hz bandwidth is calculated from
Pn = kB T B = −174 dBm − Hz

(B.1)

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T =290 K, and B is the bandwidth.
Finally, the resolution of the BCM is
σ = δIbeam =

δVnoise
≈ 1 pA .
K

(B.2)

In reality, cable losses, receiver noise figure, finite bit resolution and the fact
that the receivers are intentionally wound for the larger signals of CEBAF
impact the ultimate sensitivity. The JLab experience contains solid data for
a minimum detectable signal of ≤ 500 pA implying a composite noise figure
of 27 dB. Much improvement is expected with the JLab digital diagnostics
recievers which posess a 4 dB noise figure.
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BPM analysis
Low-Q BPM sensors are somewhat problematic, since they often rely on a
directional characteristic. The M15 BPM at CEBAF are open-wire, 200 Ω
structures which, when used with the standard 50 Ω receiver, have moderate
directivity, but are not fully reliant on that quality. It was shown [Bar91] that,
regardless of how the BPM is installed, usable signal is available. With respect
to electronics, BPM detection is a relative measurement (aside from any 4-wire
applications). Therefore, as long as the change in response is common to all
four sensor electrodes (antennas), then a calculated position should be available. It is likely that, for any units which have had field mapping and bench
calibrations, the relationship between electrical and physical centers would
be altered. Reversing the necessary BPM sensors within the beamline is an
obvious solution if it appears that sensitivity or orthogonality is compromised.
Assuming nearly-identical behavior for electron and positron beams, the BPM
resolution follows as before, by establishing a sensor output, calculating expected noise voltage (Vn ), and applying to the position calculation algorithm.
Here, however, the algorithm may have several forms, which affects the sensitivity a given SNR has on the result. For one-dimension, the resolution writes
a
a Vn
1
σX = √ √
= √
2 2 SN R
2 2 Vs

(B.3)

where Vs is the signal voltage. Considering the JLab M15 BPM, the typical
output power for 100 nA is -102 dBm. Expected noise power for a receiver
having a 10 dB noise figure and 10 Hz bandwidth is -154 dBm. So, the resulting
52 dB SNR predicts a resolution of 10 µm. Note that the resolution scales
inversely with current, and as the square-root of bandwidth. So, at 10 nA, 1 Hz,
the expected resolution becomes 30 µm. Table B.1 provides the performance
of BCM and BPM in use at JLab.
Ibeam

BCM

σBCM @ 1 Hz

BPM

σBP M @ 1 Hz

(µA)

(dBm)

(pA)

(dBm)

(µm)

0.01

-80

-120

30

0.10

-60

-100

3

1

-40

-80

0.3

10

-20

-60

0.03

100

0

-40

0.003

≤ 500

Table B.1. Summary of expected BCM and M15 BPM performance from JLab experience.
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